**Ilasco® Tri-Form Compression Crimper**

The Tri-Form Compression Crimper distributes equal force on all three sides of its unique dieless triangular crimp, eliminating pinching and fracturing and producing a homogenous mass of copper. Crimps battery terminals, connectors and heavy-duty lugs from 6 AWG through 4/0 AWG.

- Over 50 settings—two finger dial adjusts settings quickly and accurately
- Bench tool version has angle iron mounting brackets, good visibility of crimp location, and provides added leverage

Handheld

- Part Number: CT-804
- Length: 25”
- Weight: 5 lbs

Bench Mount

- Part Number: BT-904
- Length: 23”
- Weight: 6.2 lbs

**Ilasco® Correct Crimp Compound Crimper**

Correct Crimp exerts 5 tons of force for fast, complete crimps. Its built-in diamond shaped rotating dies quickly adjust to accommodate various terminals and lugs. Produces a solid mass of copper every time, assuring a low-resistance connection. Single screw adjustment provides for easy calibration to compensate for die wear. Crimps battery terminals, lugs and connectors. 6 AWG to 250 MCM range.

**Handheld 94285** includes a controlled cycle ratchet mechanism—once a crimp is started, the tool will not release until the crimp cycle is complete. Quick override lever for safety.

Handheld

- Part Number: 94284
- Length: 25”
- Weight: 5.9 lbs

Bench Mount

- Part Number: 94284-BM
- Length: 23”
- Weight: 7.8 lbs

Controlled Cycle

Handheld (not pictured)

- Part Number: 94285
- Length: 25”
- Weight: 6.2 lbs

Same as 94284 with controlled mechanism to assure full closure of tool
**Ilasco® Heavy Duty Crimper**

Heavy Duty Crimper features a dieless single indent compressor; there are no separate dies to buy or lose.

- Broad wire range—crimps 8 AWG to 4/0 AWG aluminum, and 8 AWG to 250 MCM copper
- Steel adjusting knob provides fast and easy setting—simply align the wire size gauge to the die nest
- Ilsco’s standard line of connectors are UL Listed when crimped with this tool

**Eclipse® Economy Heavy Duty Crimper**

Economy Heavy Duty Crimper terminates insulated and non-insulated cable lugs from 8 AWG to 250 MCM copper and 8 AWG to 4/0 aluminum with dual capacity plates.

- Easy-to-use knob adjustment on top of tool
- Non-ratcheted

**Selectakrimp™ Compact Hammer Crimp Tool**

Molex Selectakrimp Hammer Crimp is a heavy duty, compact tool for lower-volume production and regular maintenance use. Crimps non-insulated 6 to 4/0 AWG wire. Great performance for the lowest cost.

- Crimps with a hammer
- Small, portable, easy to use

**Panduit® Contour Crimp**

The Contour Crimp controlled cycle ratchet crimping tool crimps 8 to 1 AWG copper lugs and splices, 6 to 4 AWG aluminum lugs and splices, and 8 to 2 AWG non-insulated S Series tubular terminals. The rotary die-wheel locks easily into position with a push-button mechanism. Each die is embossed with die-code color. Nest includes red, blue, gray, brown, and green.